
We create the best software in 
the web technologies.

WebbyLab



WebbyLab

WebbyLab is Ukraine based 
software development company.
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Our Mission Our Strategy
Creating complex software solutions 
through the most efficient mix of 
innovative technologies

Be modern IT developer of 
software solutions



WebbyLab

Key
Solutions.

Web Services Mobile Applications Blockchain Solutions

E-Commerce AI Solutions IoT Solutions
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WebbyLab

Key
Figures.

7
years of 
history

≅100
employees

>120
projects 
completed

>390
years of total 
IT experience

>450
logged hours 
in Jira

14 bln
USD turnover
of our Clients
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WebbyLab

Geography.
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WebbyLab

Our Clients.
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WebbyLab

Our
C-Level team.

Aleksey Yuzvyak
CBDO

Viktor Turskyi
CEO

Anton Morozov
COO

Maxim Lesnikov
CTO
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WebbyLab

Frontend and mobile 
development

React based SPA
React Native mobile application 
iOS and Android

Our technology stack.

Backend development

NodeJS
PHP
Perl

Cloud computing

Amazon Web Services
Google Cloud Platform
Microsoft Azure
Digital Ocean

Web integration

Payment systems APIs
Social networks APIs
Messengers
Other

Blockchain development

Blockchain explorers
Mining pools
Crypto wallet applications
Cryptocurrency exchange

Al solutions

Natural Language Processing
Machine Learning
Image/Video processing
Chatbots
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WebbyLab

Our Competitive
Advantages.

01
Proven expertise 
in IT development

02
Mature company 
with lots of references

03
Cost-effective 
models of partnership

04
Private owned 
fair-law company 

05
Modern 
technology stack

06
Development suppliers 
for the Valley Unicorns 
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WebbyLab

Testimonials.
Andrew Muir Wood
Growth and Product Lead, Prix

They can take a fairly vague brief and turn it into a concrete plan WebbyLab development 
team expedited the launch of the platform, which was ready for customers in a matter of 
months.

Enver Ablyaev
Delivery Director, WorldTicket

I didn’t even search the market for other companies because I knew they were the 
best. WebbyLab responsiveness, constant availability, customer-focused approach, 

and unique payment system made for an overall superlative vendor experience.

Alexander Chalakov
CTO, Code Foundries

The works was done according to my specific requirements with great quality. They were very 
proactive in informing me about the progress, next steps, implementation challenges and 
solutions. I am looking forward to working with them in the future.
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WebbyLab

Billing models.
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WebbyLab

Mironivsky Hliboproduct

Problem
Create dealer portal for up to 1,000 end-users in highly 
variable market. Small, medium and large enterprises should 
have ability to place and track an online order

Solution
B2B portal integrated with accounting system 1C, SAP and 
ABM Rinkai TMS and includes Web Application and Mobile 
Application. The mobile application is developed both for 
iOS platform and Android platform.

Reference
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https://itunes.apple.com/ua/app/id1441119416
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.webbylab.mhp


WebbyLab

Brain Computers

Problem
Create dealer and corporate portals.
In addition to company's retail network, it sells products through 
an extensive dealer network. It covers the maximum amount of 
localities, giving customers a wide products range. 

Solution
Development of the engine for quick online sells points 
generation based on global catalog. 
Nginx, Apache, Memcached, MySQL, Slim+Propel (PHP), 
Javascript ( jQuery)
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WebbyLab

Knowl.ai

Problem
Make a system for creating tests and compliance training 
based on existing information materials.

Solution
This application consists of two parts: Web Application and 
Mobile Application. Manager uploads the document. And 
the system generates the question with variants of answers, 
and identify the right answer powered by artificial 
intelligence. There are also analytic part in mobile and web 
applications which show the different results of the training.

Reference
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https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/knowl/id1289057926
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.knowl


WebbyLab

Forecasting model

Problem
Create application that provides a convenient interface for 
working with complex scientific calculations on 
pharmaceutical market. It should have the ability to create 
templates and reports.

Solution
In the process of developing this project, we converted a 
huge mathematical model, which consists of many 
formulas and states into fancy application. To provide fast 
and comfortable usage of mobile devices, we have 
developed a math cluster that can support dozens of users 
in parallel mode. It has mobile and web version.
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WebbyLab

LifeFit

Problem
Create mobile application for iOS platform which helps users 
to lead a healthy lifestyle

Solution
Using this mobile application, users fill in the application 
personal information like weight, height, smoking, drinking 
alcohol etc. After that users can create your own exercise 
schedule, choose a healthy diet and water intake, set a 
schedule for taking vitamins (tablets), and the application will 
take care that you do not miss anything. Users also can 
review the result of other users and compete with them.
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WebbyLab

It’s Quiz

Problem
Create unified ecosystem for knowledge control: from 
creating tests, surveys, attestations, flexible analytical 
reports to the adaptive tool for self-education.

Solution
The application includes advanced analytic tools. All passing 
data is neatly and automatically collected with real-time pass 
info and charts. View radar charts by student's skills and 
detailed estimation. It's quiz provides integration API. With 
only a few lines of code, you can start testing your users' 
knowledge and integrate It's quiz into your application or 
website.
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WebbyLab

Leading software 
development 
country in Europe.
100+ worldwide enterprise R&D centers

100,000+ specialists are working in IT sector 
(4th worldwide position)

25,000 IT specialists graduate each year

#1 by volume in IT outsourcing services among CEE countries
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WebbyLab

Contact Us.

Phone number
+380 44 599 10 51

Email
office@webbylab.com 

Address
3rd FLOOR, 9B SMOLNA STR.
GLORIA, KYIV, UKRAINE

We are is social
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mailto:office@webbylab.com
https://www.linkedin.com/company/webbylab/
https://www.facebook.com/webbylab/
https://twitter.com/webbylab

